Fronts and Forecasts

What type of front is forecast to pass for each of the forecasts listed below?

cold front       dry line
warm front       occluded front

1. Today: Mostly sunny with a high if 68 and winds from the south. Tonight expect clouds to develop and winds to shift to the southwest and then shift to northwesterly well after midnight. Tomorrow: intervals of clouds and sunshine, windy, and much colder with a few sprinkles possible. The high only 44.

2. High temperatures today near 85 with very humid conditions. Mostly clear skies and light winds from the south. By late afternoon expect winds to increase and shift to southwesterly with increasing clouds. Thunderstorms and showers expected with possibly severe weather late in the day. Tomorrow expect high temperatures to remain in the mid-80s with clear skies and much drier conditions.

3. Overcast most of today with winds from the southeast. Scattered precipitation likely most of the day. Temperatures will remain in the mid-50s throughout the day. Tomorrow expect temperatures in the mid-40s with winds shifting to northwesterly and continued clouds and precipitation.

4. Cool this morning with light winds from the east at 5 mph and late morning temperatures in the mid-50s. Expect overcast conditions with a chance of light, steady precipitation. Precipitation will stop and skies will clear later today and late afternoon temperatures will reach near 80. Winds will shift to southerly.